A new world based on Truth and refusing the old slavery to falsehood, wants to take birth. In all countries there are people who know it, at least feel it. To them we call: “Will you collaborate?”

* * *

Collaboration does not mean that everyone should do the will of the man who asks for it. True collaboration is a non-egoistic union of all personal efforts to express and realise the Divine’s Will.

—The Mother

The collaboration must be integral, on the various planes of consciousness. The instrumental parts of human nature—the mental, vital and physical—must collaborate by their readiness and responsiveness to the higher will and force that is carrying out the evolution, which is the progressive unveiling and unobstructed manifestation of the Divine in the world.

Sri Aurobindo

Collaboration implies harmony and unity, which must be found in the inmost and highest levels of man’s consciousness. Outer harmony and unity must be the expression of the true inner harmony and unity.

Sri Aurobindo has iterated that man by himself cannot effect his own transformation. He must actively work in himself to allow the transformation to be carried out by the evolutionary force. The process of this active collaboration by man is called Integral Yoga (which will be dealt with in a future issue).

In this issue we present extracts from Sri Aurobindo and the Mother on the theme of collaboration which reveal the variety of forms it can take.
the mental stage of evolutionary Nature in man; it is the initial step towards a radical transmutation of the Ignorance into the Knowledge. The spiritual change begins by an influence of the inner being and the higher spiritual mind, an action felt and accepted on the surface; but this by itself can lead only to an illumined mental idealism or to the growth of a religious mind, a religious temperament and some devotion in the heart and piety in the conduct; it is a first approach of mind to spirit, but it cannot make a radical change: more has to be done, we have to live deeper within, we have to exceed our present consciousness and surpass our present status of Nature. [pp. 932, 722.]

From The Teaching of Sri Aurobindo

The teaching of Sri Aurobindo starts from that of the ancient sages of India that behind the appearance of the universe there is the Reality of a Being and consciousness, a Self of all things, one and eternal. All beings are united in that One Self and Spirit but divided by a certain separativity of consciousness, an ignorance of their true Self and Reality in the mind, life and body. It is possible by a certain psychological discipline to remove this veil of separative consciousness and become aware of the true Self, the Divinity within us and all.

Sri Aurobindo's teaching states that this One Being and Consciousness is involved here in Matter. Evolution is the method by which it liberates itself; consciousness appears in what seems to be inconscient and once having appeared is self-impelled to grow higher and higher and at the same time to enlarge and develop towards a greater and greater perfection. Life is the first step of this release of consciousness; mind is the second, but the evolution does not finish with mind, it awaits a release into something greater, a consciousness which is spiritual and supramental. The next step of the evolution must be towards the development of Supermind and Spirit as the dominant power in the conscious being. For only then will the involved Divinity in things release itself entirely and it becomes possible for life to manifest perfection.

But while the former steps in evolution were taken by Nature without a conscious will in the plant and animal life, in man Nature becomes able to evolve by a conscious will in the instrument. It is not, however, by the mental will in man that this can be wholly done, for the mind goes only to a certain point and after that can only move in a circle. A conversion has to be made, a turning of the consciousness by which mind has to change into the higher principle. This method is to be found through the ancient psychological discipline and practice of Yoga. In the past, it has been attempted by a drawing away from the world and a disappearance into the height of the Self or Spirit. Sri Aurobindo teaches that a descent of the higher principle is possible which will not merely release the spiritual Self out of the world, but release it in the world, replace the mind's ignorance or its very limited knowledge by a supramental Truth-Consciousness which will be a sufficient instrument of the inner Self and make it possible for the human being to find himself dynamically as well as inwardly and grow out of his still animal humanity into a diviner race. The psychological discipline of Yoga can be used to that end by opening all the parts of the being to a conversion or transformation through the descent and working of the higher still concealed supramental principle. [pp. 2-3.]

From The Hour of God

But unless man plunges himself wholly into God caring not whether he reemerge, unless the human sacrifices himself wholly to the divinity, keeping back no particle of his being, not even the last particle of separateness of the individual ego, the divine purpose in man cannot be utterly accomplished. Therefore Nature or the Will of God—for Nature is nothing but the Will of God in action—has provided that some having indwelt in God, human soul in divine soul, shall be irresistibly called immediately, with brief respite or at long last to the utter immersion. They go inward and throw away the last trace of ego into God. ... Others are...human beings whose centre has already been shifted upwards or from the beginning elevated in the superior planes of conscious existence, was established in God rather than Nature. Such men are already leaning down from God to Nature; they therefore may, in losing themselves in Him yet keep themselves and live in Man-God; they do not depart from their centre but rather go through it; arrived they are able to lean down again to humanity. Those who can thus emerge from their truth of God are the final helpers of humanity and are chosen by God and Nature to prepare the type of supernatural men to which our humanity is rising.

Man cannot by his own effort make himself more than man; the mental being cannot by his own unaided force change himself into a supramental spirit. A descent of the Divine Nature can alone divinise the human receptacle.

Man's greatness is not in what he is, but in what he makes possible. His glory is that he is the closed space and secret workshop of a living labour in which supermanhood is being made ready by a divine Craftsman. But he is admitted too to a yet greater greatness and it is this that, allowed to be unlike the lower creation, he is partly an artificer of this divine change; his conscious assent, his consecrated will and participation are needed that into his body may descend the glory that will replace him. His aspiration is earth's call to the supramental creator. [pp. 26, 40, 45.]

From The Supramental Manifestation

In all effective and expressive activities here in the material world the cooperation of the two ends of our being is indispensible. If the body is unable whether by fatigue or by natural incapacity or any other cause to second the thought or will or is in any way irresponsive or insufficiently responsive, to that extent the action fails or falls short or becomes in some degree unsatisfying or incomplete. In what seems to be an exploit of the spirit so purely mental as the outpouring of poetic inspiration, there must be a responsive vibration of the brain and its opening as a channel for the power of the thought and vision and the light of the word that is making or breaking its way through or seeking for its perfect expression. If the brain is fatigued or dulled by any clog, either the in
spiration cannot come and nothing is written or it fails and something inferior is all that can come out; or else a lower inspiration takes the place of the more luminous formulation that was striving to shape itself or the brain finds it more easy to lend itself to a less radiant stimulus or else it labours and constructs or responds to poetic artifice. Even in the most purely mental activities the fitness, readiness or perfect training of the bodily instrument is a condition indispensable. That readiness, that response too is part of the total perfection of the body. . . .

A fully conscious body might even discover and work out the right material method and process of a material transformation. For this, no doubt, the spirit's supreme light and power and creative joy must have manifested on the summit of the individual consciousness and sent down their fiat into the body, but still the body may take in the working out its spontaneous part of self-discovery and achievement. It would be thus a participator and agent in its own transformation and the integral transformation of the whole being; this too would be a part and a sign and evidence of the total perfection of the body....

There can be, on the contrary, an evolution in the light and no longer in the darkness, in which the evolving being is a conscious participant and cooperator, and this is precisely what must take place here. [pp. 20, 22, 63.]

From Thoughts and Glimpses

Wherefore God hammers so fiercely at his world, tramples and kneads it like dough, casts it so often into the blood-bath and the red hell-heat of the furnace? Because humanity in the mass is still a hard, crude and vile ore which will not otherwise be smelted and shaped; as is his material, so is his method. Let it help to transmute itself into nobler and purer metal, his ways with it will be gentler and sweeter, much loftier and fairer its uses. [p. 24.]

From Letters on Yoga

The object [of the Integral Yoga] sought after is not an individual achievement of divine realisation for the sake of the individual, but something to be gained for the earth-consciousness here, a cosmic, not solely solely a supra-cosmic achievement. The thing to be gained also is the bringing in of a Power of Consciousness (the supramental) not yet organised or active directly in earth-nature, even in the spiritual life, but yet to be organised and made directly active. [Vol. I, pp. 100-101.]

It is not by "thinking out" the entire reality, but by a change of consciousness that one can pass from the ignorance to the Knowledge—the Knowledge by which we become what we know. To pass from the external to a direct and intimate inner consciousness; to widen consciousness out of the limits of the ego and the body; to heighten it by an inner will and aspiration and opening to the Light till it passes in its ascent beyond Mind; to bring down a descent of the supramental Divine through self-giving and surrender with a consequent transformation of mind, life and body—this is the integral way to the Truth. It is this that we call the Truth here and aim at it in our yoga. [Vol. I, pp. 160-1.]

In fact each human being is composed of different personalities that feel and behave in a different way and his action is determined by the one that happens to be prominent at the time. The one that has no feelings against anyone is either the psychic being or the emotional being in the heart, the one that feels anger and is severe is part of the external vital nature on the surface. This anger and severity is a wrong form of something that in itself has a value, a certain strength of will and force of action and control in the vital being, without which work cannot be done. What is necessary is to get rid of the anger and to keep the force and firm along with a developed judgment as to what is the right thing to do in any circumstance. For instance, people can be allowed to do things in their own way when that does not spoil the work, when it is only their way of doing what is necessary to be done; when their way is opposed to the discipline of the work, then they have to be controlled, but it should be done quietly and kindly, not with anger. Very often, if one has developed a silent power of putting the Mother's force on the work with one's own will as instrument, that by itself may be sufficient without having to say anything as the person changes his way of himself as if by his own initiative. [Vol. II, pp. 709-10.]

A double action is needed to destroy the ill-will of the inferiors and to change the mind of the superiors—an invisible action, for in the visible they seem to be too much under the control of the Forces of the Ignorance. [Vol. II, p. 712.]

Rules are indispensable for the orderly management of work; for without order and arrangement nothing can be properly done, all becomes clash, confusion and disorder.

In all such dealings with others, you should see not only your own side of the question but the other side also. There should be no anger, vehement reproach or menace, for these things only raise anger and retort on the other side. I write this because you are trying to rise above yourself and dominate your vital and when one wants to do that, one cannot be too strict with oneself in these things. It is best even to be severe with one's own mistakes and charitable to the mistakes of others. [Vol. II, pp. 862-3.]

What most want is that things should be done according to their desire without check or reference. The talk of perfection is humbug. Perfection does not consist in everybody being a law to himself. Perfection comes by renunciation of desires and surrender to a higher will. [Vol. II, p. 863.]

The difficulty rises from a certain excess of sensitivity in the vital nature which feels strongly any want of harmony or opposition in the work or any untoward happening and, when that comes, one is apt to feel as if a personal opposition and on the other side also a similar feeling arises so the difficulty becomes prolonged and leads to conflict. As a matter of fact the difficulty often arises from circumstances, e.g. the B.S. [Building Service] with its much reduced staff and a rush of work using up all its
men may find it more difficult to accommodate you than before. Or it may arise from people acting according to their view of the matter which does not accord with yours. Or again it may come from the person following his own ideas, view of what is convenient and effective and thus coming up against yours. There need be no personal feeling in all that and it is best not to look for any and not to see it from that point of view. What is needed is always to take a calm view of the thing and a clear vision—not only from one’s own standpoint which may be eventually right and yet need modification in detail, but with a vision that sees also the standpoint of others; this broad seeing quiet and impersonal is needed in the full yogic consciousness. Having it one can insist on what has to be insisted on with firmness but at the same time with a consideration and understanding of the other that removes any chance of any clash of personal feeling. Naturally if the other is unreasonable, he may still resent, but then it will be his own fault entirely and it will fall back on him only. It is here that we see the necessity of some change. Loyalty, fidelity, capacity, strength of will and other qualities in the work you have in plenty—a full calm and equality not only in the inner being where it can exist already, but in the outer nervous parts is a thing you have to get completely. [pp. 708-9.]

From The Mother with Letters on the Mother

Whatever work is done here, one has always to learn to subordinate or put aside one’s own ideas and preferences about things concerning it and work for the best under the conditions and decisions laid down by her [the Mother]. This is one of the main difficulties throughout the Ashram, as each worker wants to do according to his own ideas, on his own lines according to what he thinks to be the right or convenient thing and expects that to be sanctioned. It is one of the principal reasons of difficulty, clash or disorder in the work, creating conflict between the workers themselves, conflict between the workers and the heads of departments, conflict between the idea of the Sadhaks and the will of the Mother. Harmony can only exist if all accept the will of the Mother without grudge and personal reaction.

Independent work does not exist in the Ashram. All is organised and interrelated, neither the heads of departments nor the workers are independent. To learn subordination and co-operation is necessary for all collective work; without it there will be chaos. [pp. 245-6.]

Mistakes come from people bringing in their ego, their personal feeling (likes and dislikes), their sense of prestige or their convenience, pride, sense of possession, etc. into the work. The right way is to feel that the work is the Mother’s—not only yours, but the work of others—and to carry it out in such a spirit that there shall be a general harmony. Harmony cannot be brought about by external organisation only, though a more and more perfect external organisation is necessary; inner harmony there must be or else there will always be clash and disorder. [pp. 262-3.]

The Mother has not laid stress on human fellowship of the ordinary kind between the inmates [of the Ashram] (though good feeling, consideration and courtesy should always be there), because that is not the aim; it is a unity in a new consciousness that is the aim, and the first thing is for each to do his Sadhana to arrive at that new consciousness and realise oneness there. [p. 264.]

LEVELS OF COLLABORATION

The Mother

“O Nature, material Mother, Thou hast said that thou wilt collaborate, and there is no limit to the splendour of this collaboration.” [The Mother’s message of 1 January 1958.]

Question: Sweet Mother, will you explain the messages for this year?

The Mother: The explanation has already been written. It is already written, ready for the Bulletin of February 21.

There is nothing to explain. It is an experience, something that happened, and when it happened I noted it down, and it so turned out that it occurred just at the moment when I remembered that I had to write something for the year (which then was the coming new year, that is, the year which begins today). When I remembered that I had to write something—not because of that, but simultaneously—this experience came, and when I noted it, I realised that it was...it was the message for this year!

[Following is the explanation given in the Bulletin of 21 February 1958:]

In the course of one of our classes I spoke of the limitless abundance of Nature, inexhaustible creatrix who takes the entire multitude of forms and mixes them, separates them, destroys them, to move on to ever new combina-

- tions. It is a huge cauldron, I said: one turns things inside and brings out something; this does not work, one throws it in again, takes up something else... One form or two forms or a hundred have no importance for her, there are thousands and thousands of forms, and then as for years, a hundred years, a thousand, millions of years, that is of no importance, one has eternity before one! It is quite obvious that all this amuses her and that she is not in a hurry. If one tells her to rush rapidly through and finish this or that part of her work quickly, the reply is always the same: “But why should I do so, why? Doesn’t it amuse you?”

The evening I told you about these things, I identified myself totally with Nature, I entered her game. And this movement of identification called forth a response, a sort of new intimacy between Nature and myself, a long movement of drawing closer which found its culminating point in an experience which came on the eighth of November [1957].

Suddenly Nature understood. She understood that this new Consciousness which is just born does not seek to throw her out but wants to embrace her entirely, she understood that this new spirituality does not shirk life, does not recoil in fear before the formidable amplitude of its
1958: It was a perfect peace. It was the joy of Nature which was flung out as a movement, but wants on the contrary to integrate all its facets. She understood that the supramental consciousness is not here to diminish but to complete her.

Then from the supreme Reality came this order: "Awake, O Nature, to the joy of collaboration." And suddenly the whole of Nature rushed forward in a great leap of joy, saying: "I accept, I shall collaborate." And at the same time, there was a calm, an absolute tranquillity so that this body's receptacle could receive and contain, without breaking, without losing anything, the mighty flood of this joy of Nature which was flung out as in a movement of gratitude. She accepted, she saw with all eternity before her that this supramental consciousness was going to fulfill her more perfectly, give a still greater strength to her movement, a greater amplitude, more possibilities to her play.

And suddenly I heard, as if coming from all the corners of the earth, those great notes one sometimes hears in the subtle physical, somewhat like those of Beethoven's Concerto in D major, tones which come in times of great progress, as though fifty orchestras has burst forth all at once, without a single false note, to express the joy of this new communion of Nature and the Spirit, the meeting of old friends who come together again after having been separated for so long.

Then these words came: "O Nature, Material Mother, thou hast said that thou wilt collaborate and there is no limit to the splendour of this collaboration."

And the felicity radiating from this splendour was sensed in a perfect peace.

That was how the message for the new year was born. [Here follows the continuation of the talk of 1 January 1958:]

I would like to tell you one thing: you should not mistake the meaning of the experience and imagine that henceforth everything is going to take place without any difficulties and always in a manner favourable to our personal desires. It is not on this plane. It does not mean that when we do not want it to rain, it will not rain! That when we want a certain event to take place in the world, it will immediately come about; that all difficulties will be abolished and everything be as in fairytales. It is not that. It is something much deeper: Nature, in the play of her forces, has accepted the new Force which has manifested and included it in her movements. And as always, the movements of Nature are on a scale which is infinitely beyond all human measures and not visible to an ordinary human consciousness. It is an inner, psychological possibility which has come into the world rather than a spectacular change of earthly events. [From Questions and Answers 1957-58, pp. 213-15.]

In fact, a supermind is already here but it is involved, concealed behind this manifest mind, life and Matter and not yet acting overtly or in its own power: if it acts, it is through these inferior powers and modified by their characters and so not yet recognisable. It is only by the approach and arrival of the descending Supermind that it can be liberated upon earth and reveal itself in the action of our material, vital and mental parts so that these lower powers can become portions of a total divinised activity of our whole being: it is that that will bring to us a completely realised divinity or the divine life. It is indeed so that life and mind involved in Matter have realised themselves here; for only what is involved can evolve, otherwise there could be no emergence. [From Sri Aurobindo's The Supramental Manifestation upon Earth.]

Question: Sweet Mother, what is the involved supermind?

The Mother: It is the same as the uninvolved one!

It is the same thing when Sri Aurobindo says that if the Divine were not at the centre of everything, He could never manifest in the world; it is the same thing when he says that essentially, in its origin and most profound structure, the creation is divine, the world is divine; and that is why this divinity can be manifested one day, become tangible, be fully expressed and replace all that veils and deforms it at present. Till today, all that has manifested of this divinity is the world as we know it; but the manifestation is unlimited, and after this mental world as we know it, with its crown and prototype, man, there will be another reality which will manifest and which Sri Aurobindo calls the Supermind, for that in fact is the next step after the mind; so, seen from the world as it is, it will naturally be "supramental," that is, something above the mind. And he also says that it will truly be the changing of one world into another, for so far the whole creation belonged to what he calls "the lower hemisphere" as we know it, which is governed by Ignorance and based upon the Inconscient, whilst the other will be a complete reversal, the appearing of something belonging to quite a different world, which instead of being based upon Ignorance will be based upon Truth. That is why it will truly be a new world. But if the essence, the principle of this world were not included in the world as we knew it, there would be no hope that the one would be transformed into the other; they would be two worlds so totally different and opposite that there would be no contact between them and necessarily, then, the moment one came out of this world and emerged into the world of Truth, Light and Knowledge, one would become, so to speak, imperceptible, inexistent for a world belonging exclusively to the Ignorance and Inconscience.

What is the reason that even when this change will come, there will still be a relation and this new world will be able to act upon the old? It is because in its essence and principle it is already enclosed, involved in the old. So in fact it is there, inside, right in the depths, hidden, invisible, imperceptible, unexpressed, but it is there, in its essence. Still, unless from the upper heights the supramental consciousness and force and light manifest directly in the world, as it happened a year and a half ago, never would this Supermind which in principle is at the very bedrock of the material world as it is, have the possibility of manifesting itself. Its awakening and appearance below will be the response to a touch coming from above which will call forth the same element hidden in the depths of matter as it now is. This, moreover, is what is happening at present. But as I told you two weeks ago, this material world as it visibly is in actual fact, is so powerful, so absolutely real for the ordinary consciousness that so to say, it engulfed...
this supramental force and consciousness when it mani-
ifested, and a long preparation is necessary for its presence
to be just glimpsed, felt, perceived in some way or other.
And it is with this work that he is busy at the moment.

The time it will take is hard to foresee. It will depend
largely on the good will and receptivity of a certain num-
ber of people, for the individual always advances faster
than the collectivity and by its very nature humanity is
destined to manifest the Supermind before the rest of
creation.

At the basis of this collaboration there is necessarily the
will to change, to no longer be what one is, that things
may no longer be as they are. There are several ways of
doing it, and all the methods are good when they succeed!
One may feel deeply disgusted with what exists and wish
ardently to get out of all this and attain something else;
one may—and this is a more positive method—one may
feel within oneself the touch, the approach of something
positively beautiful and true, and voluntarily allow all the
rest to drop off so that nothing may burden the journey
to this new beauty and truth.

What is indispensable in every case is the ardent will for
progress, the voluntary and joyful renunciation of all that
hampers the advance: the throwing far away from oneself
all that prevents one from going forward, and marching
into the unknown with the burning faith that this is the
truth of the morrow, ineluctable, which must necessarily
come, which nothing, nobody, no bad will, even that of
Nature, can stop from becoming the reality—perhaps not
of a far-off future—a reality which is being worked out at
this moment and which those who know how to change,
how not to be burdened by old habits, will surely have the
good fortune not only to see but to realise.

People sleep, forget, take life easily—they forget all the
time... But if one could remember... that we are at an
exceptional hour, a unique period, that we have this great
good fortune, this invaluable privilege of being present at
the birth of a new world, one might easily get rid of all
that impedes and hinders the progress.

So, the most important thing it seems is to remember
this fact, even when one doesn't have the tangible experi-
ence, to have the certainty and faith, to remember always,
recall it constantly, sleep with this idea, wake up with this
perception; all that one does, to do it with this great truth
in the background, like a constant support, this great truth
that we are present at the birth of a new world.

We can participate in it, we can become this new world.
And truly, when one has so marvellous an opportunity,
one should be ready to give up everything for it. [From
Questions and Answers 1957-58, pp. 136-38.]

Question: Mother, this new [supramental] force which
is at work now, will it act through individual effort or
independently of it?
The Mother: Why this opposition? It acts independently
of all individual effort, so to say automatically in the
world, but it creates individual effort and makes use of it.
Individual effort is one of its means of action, and perhaps
the most powerful. If one thinks that individual effort is
due to the individual, it is an illusion, but if the individual
under the pretext that there's a universal action independ-
et of himself, refuses to make individual effort, he re-
fuses to give his collaboration. The Force wants to use,
and in fact does use individual effort as one of the most
powerful means at its disposal. It is the Force itself, it is
this Power which is your individual effort.

And so, don't you see, that first movement of vital self-
love when it is told: “You don't exist in yourself”; na-
turally it says: “Good, I shan't do anything any more! It
is not I who work, so I don't work any longer” and “It is
good, the Divine can do everything, it is his business, I
don't stir any more. If the credit does not go to me (it
comes to that), I don't do anything any more.” Well, but
indeed these things cannot be qualified. This is a thing I
hear constantly, it is simply a way of venting one's vexed
vanity, that's all. But the real reaction, the pure reaction
is an élan of collaboration, to play the game with all the
energy, the will-power at the disposal of one's conscious-
ness, in the state one is in, with the feeling of being sus-
tained, carried by something infinitely greater than one-
self which makes no mistakes, something which protects
you and at the same time gives you all the necessary
strength and uses you as the best instrument. And one
feels that, and one feels one works in security, that one
can no longer go wrong, that what one does is done with
the maximum result and—in delight. That indeed is the
true movement; to feel one's will is intensified to its maxi-
imum because it is no longer a tiny little microscopic per-
son in infinity but an infinite universal Power which
makes you act: the Force of Truth. That is the only true
reaction.

The other—miserable. “Ah! it is not 1 who am doing
things, ah! it is not my will being expressed, ah! it is not
my power that works... so I lie down flat, stretch myself
out in an inert passivity and don't move any more.”
“Good, good,” one tells the Divine, “do all that you like,
I just don't exist any longer.” That is poor indeed! Voila!
[From Questions and Answers 1957-58, pp. 5-6.]

Question: Mother, when mind descended into the earth-
atmosphere, the monkey had not made any effort to
change into man, had it? It was Nature which provided
the effort. But here...
The Mother: But it is not man who is going to change
himself into superman!
Question: No?
The Mother: Just try a little! [Laughter.] It is That,
you know, it is something else which is going to work.
Question: So, we are...
The Mother: Only—yes, there is an only, I don't want
to be so cruel: Now Man can collaborate. That is to say,
he can lend himself to the process, with good will, with
aspiration, and help as best he can. And that is why I said
this will go faster. I hope it will go much faster.
But after all, even much faster is still going to take a
little time. [Silence.]

Listen. If all of you who have heard about this, not
once but perhaps hundreds of time, have spoken about it
yourselves, thought of it, hoped for it, wanted it—there
are people who came here for that, with the intention of
receiving the supramental Force and being transformed
into supermen, that was their aim, wasn't it?... But how is
happened, and the supramental Manifestation took nise it, but still ... But those who ask questions, those who the moment of the manifestation comes. That is how this this kind, the thing is made possible, and the age, the time, with the new Forces which is to manifest and certain individuals, who are the pioneers, the vanguard, through inner effort and inner progress enter into communication with this Force. That was what we used to call the ascent to the Supermind. And so, even if it were by an inner ascent (that is to say, by freeing themselves from the material consciousness), if in an inner ascent they had touched the Supermind, they should have naturally recognised it the moment it came. But it was indispensable to have a previous contact: if they had not touched it, how could they have recognised it?

That is to say, the universal movement is like that... certain individuals, who are the pioneers, the vanguard, through inner effort and inner progress enter into communication with the new Forces which is to manifest and receive it into themselves. And then, as there are calls of this kind, the thing is made possible, and the age, the time, the moment of the manifestation comes. That is how this happened, and the supramental Manifestation took place [on 29 February 1956].

But then all who were ready must have recognised it. I hasten to tell you that there are those who did recognise it, but still... But those who ask questions, those who have come here, taken the train in order to drink this up as one drinks up a glass of syrup, if they have not made any preparation, how could they feel anything at all? And they talk already of benefiting: “We want to profit by it....”

After all, it is quite possible (I am joking a little), it is quite possible that if they are even the least little bit sincere (not too much, for that is tiring! just a little sincere), that will give them a few good knocks to make them go faster. This is possible. In fact, I think, it is this that will happen.

But indeed this attitude...this attitude, which is a little too mercenary, is not generally very profitable. If one aspires sincerely and if one has difficulties, perhaps these difficulties will diminish. Let us hope so. [From Questions and Answers 1956, pp. 115-18.]

“To feel and love the God of beauty and good in the ugly and the evil, and still yearn in utter love to heal it of its ugliness and its evil, this is real virtue and morality.”
—Sri Aurobindo

Disciple: How to cooperate in the cure of the evil and the ugly that one sees everywhere? By love? What is the power of love? How can a phenomenon of individual consciousness act on the rest of mankind?

The Mother: How to cooperate in the cure of the evil and the ugly?...It can be said that there is a scale of hierarchy in collaboration or action: a negative cooperation and a positive cooperation.

To begin, there is a way that can be called negative, it is that given in Buddhism and other similar religions: not to see. First of all, to be in a state of purity and beauty sufficiently so as not to have the perception of the ugly and the evil—it is like something that does not touch you, because it does not exist in you.

That is perfection in the negative method. It is quite elementary: never to notice the evil, never to speak of the evil that is in others, not to perpetuate the vibrations by observation, criticism, insistence on the bad fact. That is what Buddha taught: each time you mention an evil, you help in spreading it.

This is on the border of the problem.

Yet it should be a very general rule; but those who criticise have an answer to that; they say, “If you do not see the evil, you can never cure it. If you leave someone to his ugliness, he will never come out of it.” (It is not quite correct, but that is how they justify their action.) So then in this aphorism Sri Aurobindo replies in advance to these objections: you do not see the evil, not because of ignorance or unconsciousness or indifference, you are quite capable of seeing it, even feeling it, but you refuse to collaborate in its expansion by giving it the force of your notice and the support of your consciousness. And for that you must yourself be above this perception and feeling; you must be able to see the evil or the ugliness without being pained by it, without being shocked by it, without being troubled by it. You see it from a height where these things do not exist, but you have its conscious perception, you are not affected by it, you are free. This is the first step.
A second step is to be conscious positively of the supreme Good and the supreme Beauty which is behind all things, which supports all things, permits them to exist. When you see That, you are able to perceive it behind this consciousness, it gives you also the power to bring That down into the manifestation, upon earth, and put it in contact with that which is at present the deformation and the disguise, in such a way that little by little this deformation and disguise will be transformed by the influence of the Truth that is behind.

Here we are at the top of the scale of collaboration. In this way it is not necessary to bring the principle of love to intervene in the explanation. But if you want to know or understand the nature of the Force or Power that allows or accomplishes this transformation (particularly in the matter of evil, but also in that of ugliness to a certain extent), you see that evidently love is the strongest and the most integral of all powers—integral in the sense that it is applicable to all cases. It is even stronger than the power of purification that dissolves wrong will and is master, in some way, of adverse forces, but has not the direct power of transformation. The power of purification dissolves first in order to make a better one, whereas Love has no need to destroy in order to transform, it has the direct power of transformation. Love is like a flame that changes what is hard into something malleable and sublimes even this malleable thing into a kind of purified vapour—it does not destroy, it transforms.

In its essence, at its origin love is like a flame, a white flame which overcomes all resistance. You can yourself make an experiment with it: whatever the difficulty in your being, whatever the burden of accumulated errors, incapacities, ignorance and bad will, one second of this Love that is pure, essential, supreme, dissolves as it were in an all-powerful flame; one single moment and the whole past may disappear; one single instant you touch it in its essence and the whole burden is lifted.

It is very easy to explain how a person having this experience can spread it, act upon others, because to have the experience you must touch the one, the supreme Essence of all manifestation, the Origin and the Essence, the Source and the Reality of all that is; and you enter immediately into the domain of the Unity—there is no more separation among the individuals, it is one single vibration that may repeat indefinitely in the external form. [Note: Later the Mother was asked: Is it one single vibration that may repeat indefinitely or repeats indefinitely? The Mother answered: "I meant many things at the same time, this vibration is static everywhere, but when one realises it consciously, one has the power of making it active everywhere, wherever one directs it; that is to say, you don't displace anything, but the stress of the consciousness makes it active whereover the consciousness is directed."

If you ascend high enough, you are at the Heart of all things. And what is manifested in this Heart can manifest itself in all things. That is the great secret, the secret of the divine incarnation in an individual form, because in the normal course of things what manifests at the centre is realised in the external form only with the awakening and the answer of the will in the individual form. Whereas if the central Will is represented constantly and permanently in an individual being, this individual being can serve as an intermediary between this Will and all others and will for them. All that this individual perceives and offers in its consciousness to the supreme Will, is spread out as if the thing came from each individual being. And if the individual elements for some reason or other have a more or less conscious and willed contact with that representative being, their contact would increase the effectiveness, the efficiency of the representative individual; and therefore the supreme Action can be active in Matter in a much more concrete and permanent manner. That is the reason of the descent of the consciousness—that may be called "polarised," because they come upon earth always with a definite end in view and for a special realisation, with a mission—a mission settled, fixed before the incarnation. They are the great steps of the supreme incarnations upon earth.

And when the day will come for the manifestation of the supreme Love, for the crystallised, concentrated descent of the supreme Love, that will indeed be the moment of Transformation. Because nothing will be able to resist That.

But as it is all-powerful, some receptivity must be prepared upon earth so that the effects may not be shattering. Sri Aurobindo has explained it in one of his letters: he was asked, "Why does not the thing come immediately?" He answered something like this: if the divine Love manifested in its essence upon earth, it would be like a bombshell; because the earth is not sufficiently supple or receptive to be able to enlarge itself to the measure of this Love. The Earth must not only open herself, but enlarge herself, make herself plastic—Matter is still too rigid and even the substance of the physical consciousness is so. Not only the most material matter but the substance of the physical consciousness is too rigid. [From Bulletin of the Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education, XIII:1 (February 1961), pp. 85-93.]

We want to render in physical terms, as perfectly as possible, the inspiration sent by the Lord for the accomplishment of His work upon earth.

And for that each individual soul is a helper and a collaborator, but each human ego is a limitation and an obstacle. [From Champaklal Speaks, p. 261.]

Disciple: If we are not conscious of all that the Divine is doing for us, do we not progress?

The Mother: You progress, but you are not conscious of your progress; and so it is not a willed progress. That is, it is a progress that the Divine brings about in you without your collaboration. That takes much more time. It does occur, but it takes much more time. When you are conscious and collaborate and indeed do consciously what you should do, it is done much more quickly. [Questions and Answers 1953 (Vol. 5 of The Mother's Collected Works), pp. 62-3.]
Disciple: When a part of the being steps beyond its sphere, why does it get deformed and perverted?

The Mother: I use the word “sphere” in the sense of the place and the role one has to play. Each part of the being has its place in the whole and a definite role to play. If instead of playing that role, it wishes to play another, naturally it loses the qualities necessary for it to play its true role, and it cannot take up any others because they are foreign to it. So necessarily it gets deformed and perverted. For example, we say here that the true role of the mind is a formative role in relation to action. An idea enters the mind, the mind seizes it and gives it a form to realise it, changes it into a motive of action and sends it out towards the material field. The mind organises the idea so that it may be realised in action. This is its true role, and so long as it does that and does it with care, it fulfils its role, it abides in its place and is quite useful. But if the mind imagines that it knows, that it has no need of receiving knowledge and ideas from another part of the being—a higher part—if it imagines that it knows and, by some knowledge, which can never be a reflection of something else, and if it wants to impose this knowledge upon the physical life, then it leaves its role and becomes a tyrant—this happens quite often to it, it is then completely perverted and instead of helping the sadhana, it brings it down. You can easily make this observation. Naturally, one must be able to follow the true working, the activities within oneself.

It is the same thing with the vital. The vital is meant to put in the drive, the realising force, the enthusiasm, the energy necessary for the idea formed by the mind to be transmitted to the body and realised in action. Well, so long as the vital limits itself to this activity, that is, sets all energy, enthusiasm, strength to work in order to collaborate with the idea, it is very good. But if instead of that, all of a sudden, it is seized by a desire—and this happens quite often—and it uses all its qualities to realise, not the higher idea which wanted to manifest, but its own desire, then it steps beyond its zone of action, it gets perverted, it deforms everything and succeeds in creating catastrophes. [Questions and Answers 1953 (Vol. 5 of The Mother’s Collected Works), pp. 100-101.]

“The world is preparing for a big change. Will you help?” [The Mother’s New Year message for 1970.]

Question: What is this great change that you speak of? And how are we to be of help to it?

The Mother: This great change is the appearance upon earth of a new race that will be for man what man was for the animal. The consciousness of this new race is already at work upon earth to give light to all those who are capable of receiving it and listening to it. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, No. 3, p. 11.]

When we have to work collectively, it is always better to insist, in our thoughts, feelings and actions, on the points of agreement rather than on the points of divergence.

We must give importance to the things that unite and ignore, as much as possible, those that separate.

Even when physically the lines of work differ, the union can remain intact and constant if we keep always in mind the essential points and principles which unite, and the Divine goal, the Realisation which must be the one unchanging object of our aspiration and works. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, IV:3-4, p. 23.]

You see only your side of the question but if you want to widen your consciousness it would be better to look from all sides impartially. Later you will discover that this attitude has great advantages. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, IV:3-4, pp. 23.]

We want to show to the world that man can become a true servitor of the Divine. Who will collaborate in all sincerity? [From Gazette Aurovilienne, II:3, p. 27.]

Beyond all preferences and limitations, there is a ground of mutual understanding where all can meet and find their harmony: it is the aspiration for a divine consciousness.

Since long it was the habit to govern through division and opposition. The time has come to govern through union, mutual understanding and collaboration. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, IV:3-4, p. 45; message dated 6/10/69.]

Auroville and Collaboration

The true spirit of Auroville is collaboration and must be more and more so. True collaboration paves the way to divinity. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, II:3, p. 29.]

To establish at Auroville the harmonious atmosphere which, by definition, ought to reign there, the first step is for each one to watch within himself whatever is the cause of friction and misunderstanding.

For these causes are always on both sides and each one’s endeavour should be to efface them in himself first before demanding anything from others. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, IV:3-4, p. 23.]

Auroville is meant to hasten the advent of the supramental reality upon earth.

The help of all those who find that the world is not as it ought to be, is welcome.

Each one must know if he wants to associate with an old world ready for death, or to work for a new and better world preparing to be born. [From Gazette Aurovilienne, I:7, p. 18.]


Question: Does the construction of Auroville require a working method, organisation and coordination?

The Mother: Discipline is necessary for life. To live, the body itself is subjected, in all its functions, to a rigorous discipline. Any relaxing of this discipline produces illness.